Memory: Fragments of a Modern History
Alison Winter UnIversIty of CHICago Press 312 pp. £19.50 (2011) Notions of how memory works have shifted wildly over time. Historian Alison Winter traces the evolution of memory sciences through 'fragments', or flashbulb moments. Drawing on sources from neurological research to diaries, she shows how the understanding of memory has deepened, ramified and sometimes taken wrong turns. Case studies include the extreme brain surgery performed by Canadian neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield; forensic hypnosis (as used in the book The Manchurian Candidate); psychologist Frederic Bartlett's studies of remembering; and false-memory syndrome.
Science on Ice: Four Polar Expeditions
Chris Linder UnIversIty of CHICago Press 288 pp. £26 (2011) A century of polar science has seen vast change, not least in the researchers still braving the blizzards and gelid waters. To give an idea of their daily realities, oceanographer and photographer Chris Linder and several embedded journalists followed four Arctic and Antarctic expeditions studying, variously, an Adelie penguin colony, the Bering Sea in spring, the Greenland ice sheet and ocean pack ice in the eastern Arctic. The vivid images -of fishing for zooplankton at dawn, intent ice-breaking crews, Ernest Shackleton's hut at Cape Royds, for instance -enliven a detailed yet accessible chronicle.
Mushroom

Nicholas P. Money oxford UnIversIty Press 224 pp. $24.95 (2011)
Botanist Nicholas Money is unashamedly in thrall to the 'fungal sex organ'. In this brilliant scientific and cultural exploration, these organisms of rot and soil positively sparkle. From biology to medicine, cuisine and recreation, this is a history as convoluted as the systems of fungal filaments that enrich woodlands. A human and mycological cast of thousands throngs the pages -from a 10-kilometre-square colony of honey fungus in Oregon's Malheur National Forest, to Charles McIlvaine, author of One Thousand American Fungi, who fearlessly chomped his way through many of them.
tuning simultaneously, hopping together randomly from frequency to frequency, then the radio signal passing between them cannot be jammed. " This process is now referred to as 'frequency hopping' or 'spread spectrum' . Experience with player pianos had made Antheil proficient at getting machines to communicate in synchrony, so Lamarr recruited him to provide a proof of principle.
Using available documents and interviews, Rhodes retraces the steps that guided Lamarr in her thinking, and the genesis and development of the pair's other inventions. He explains why the US Navy had no immediate use for the patent: its existing torpedoes were so problematic that it had no interest in developing another system, and Navy technicians misunderstood aspects of the Lamarr-Antheil design. So it was filed away. Rhodes charts the later, independent developments of the technology and its subsequent uses, notably in the Sonobuoy (a sonar system in a buoy) developed by the US Navy. The patent expired the year Antheil died, in 1959, when it was still classified.
The technology the two invented emerged from secrecy in 1976 and found wide application in commercial communications. In 1997, the inventors were given (Antheil posthumously) a Pioneer Award by the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a non-profit communications industry group based in San Francisco, California. But from the end of the 1940s, Lamarr's Hollywood career had begun to drift down an all-too-familiar path. Her film performances had grown hammier, as in the overwrought and pretentious Samson and Delilah (1949) . She gradually acquired a reputation reminiscent of Sunset Boulevard's Norma Desmond, was arrested twice for shoplifting and died in 2000.
Although the book is mainly about her collaboration with Antheil, its cover sports a collage of Lamarr the starlet sitting on a long golden torpedo. Yet again we are asked to marvel at the spectacle of actress-inventor as oddity. Does this reflect sexism, the disbelief that beauty is compatible with intelligence? Would we be less surprised if her on-screen persona had been less erotic and more like Katharine Hepburn's? Or perhaps there is a deeper cultural prejudice at work -the platonic notion that the skill involved in imitating the world is incompatible with that of understanding it.
Inside its cover, Rhodes's book gives us the whole Hedy -a closet geek in peacock feathers -and makes that mix believable. Now it is up to us to figure out why we find that hard to digest. ■ 
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